The relation among hearing loss, sensory cell loss and tuning characteristics in the chinchilla.
Evoked-potential tuning curves were obtained on over 150 chinchillas before and after acoustic overstimulation in order to relate the effects of changes in frequency selectivity to sensory cell loss over a wide range of hearing loss. Pre- and post-exposure measures of auditory thresholds and masked thresholds (simultaneous tone-on-tone paradigm) were obtained in each animal at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 and 11.2 kHz, using the auditory evoked potential recorded from the inferior colliculus. Three tuning curve variables (Q10dB, low-frequency slope and high-frequency slope) were compared to the amount of noise-induced permanent threshold shift and to the percent sensory cell loss produced by a variety of noise exposures. Based upon large sample averages, frequencies showing permanent threshold shifts in excess of 10 dB also showed statistically significant differences between pre- and post-exposure measures of all three tuning curve variables. Shifts of less than 10 dB were not accompanied by statistically significant changes in the tuning curve variables. The percentage of outer hair cell loss, and percentage change in tuning curve characteristics showed systematic and parallel increases as threshold shifts increased at all probe tone frequencies except 8.0 and 11.2 kHz. In general, the results were consistent in showing that there is a systematic change in the variables which define the quality of tuning as hearing loss progressively increases and that these changes are clearly related to outer hair cell losses.